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The only thing that interferes
with my learning is my
education.
-Albert Einstein

Hockey Crisis
in Canada
By Jeremy “Mr. Sunshine”
Loucks ~ Daily Bull

CANADA - The Canadian
world was shocked a few
weeks ago when the NHL
decided to lock out its players,
leading to what appears to be
a canceled season. 6 ½ beloved Canadian franchises (fuck
the Maple Leafs) were without
hockey, which is on par with an
epic maple sugar shortage in
this vast land. People readied
their fallout shelters, because
the end of the world had to
be approaching fast.
However, an unexpected
boon has occurred for the
people of Canada. With no
NHL to ply their wares in,
scores of players have headed
north of the border, filling every rink and half-frozen pond
with world-class players. Fans
everywhere are flocking to the
frozen north to enjoy beer,
hockey, and the chance to nab
some of Cindy Crosby’s teeth.
The influx of players and fans
has put a lot of stress on Canasee OMG on back

Student Sees Shadow,
Marks End of Midterm Season

Pic o’ the Day

By Alex Dinsmoor ~ Daily Bull

Brought to you by The Daily Bull!

In a bi-annual ceremony held outside
of the Library each year, it has been reported that a student exiting the building
has indeed seen their shadow, officially
signifying that midterm season is
nearing its close. Hundreds of
students and faculty members
crowded the entrance of the
Van Pelt Library late Friday
for this “Groundhog Day
for Engineers,” which is
held twice a year to
signify the end of what
many call “the midterm
season.”
This year’s student
was reported to be
a bit hesitant to see
it, but, nonetheless, he eventually
was startled by his
own shadow. This
marks a significantly different result
than previous
years, where
the crowd
was forced to wait until 11PM for the
student, at which point it was obvious

that midterm season was still in full
swing. There was great rejoicing when
this year’s student saw the shadow,
since it meant that students
will be done with taking exams and that
the professors (or
more realistically
the TAs) won’t
have to grade
any more of
them.
We asked the chair
of the Biology Department, Shekhar Joshi,
to explain this phenomenon to us
and got the following response:
“Every year during the fall and
early spring,
professors across
campus hold exams in order to
celebrate the semester being
half over. These exams range from
simple World Cultures exams, to organic
chemistry “exams.” Many students will
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Tell us: what do you want to see more of in
the Daily Bull?

“Oh, that’s such a cute picture of your husband with your do- AH!”
Pizzas Pizza Lovers Love!

Daily Specials at www.thestudiopizza.com
10% Discount for All Students
Downtown Hancock, across from Finlandia

We Deliver All Over This Place
Just Call For A Hot Studio Pizza!
www.thestudiopizza.com

482-5100

Get to Know the
Bullstaff!
As told to Cameron Long ~ Daily Bull

Name/Age?
Olivia Zajac, 22
Year/major/graduation?
5th/Chem Eng/Spring ‘13
Where are you from?
Downriver, MI. Basically Detroit.
What made you decide on Tech?
It’s as far away from home as I could
get and still pay in-state tuition!
Do you have any plans for the real
world?
I have a big kid mining job lined up in
New Mexico. I want a herd of dachshunds and a zebra.
When did you join the Daily Bull?
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Fall 2010
What do you like most about the
Daily Bull?
I can write about whatever I want and
be really inappropriate!

Pink. Or Florence the Machine.
Everyone has a movie that they’ll
watch on tv no matter how many
times they’ve seen it; what’s yours?
The Stand. And She’s the Man. And
Thor. *sqeeee*

Where do you get your inspiration
for articles?
If you could be a superhero, who
Cosmo, stuff I come up with while would you be?
drinking…and Facebook. That’s always Thor. Definitely Thor. Oh, you said be?
good.
Any phobias?
Have you been on the eboard?
I don’t kill bugs because I’m afraid that
No. I’m already on the eboard of 3 or they’ll give off some pheromone and
four other orgs. Aikido, Mind Trekkers, the rest of them will come attack me
technically the Society of Mining and in my sleep.
Metallurgical Engineers…and AIChE.
What Olympic event would you like
What are your hobbies?
to try?
Sex, drugs, rock ‘n roll, zumba, watch- Rowing.
ing wiener dog videos, baking, harassing friends
Stereotypical ‘pick-five-things-tohave-on-a-desert-island’ question.
Do you have a favorite condom… Sunscreen – have you seen how white
ent?
I am? – a wiener dog, Thor, clean water,
Spicy mustard. They have that. It’s and food.
spicy.
What’s your favorite curse word?
What’s your favorite place you’ve Asswaffle
been?
Washington D.C. last Spring with the Favorite and least favorite words?
Mind Trekkers. We blew minds at the Defenestrate, and……moist.
USA Science and Engineering Festival
and saw the sights.
What sound or noise do you love?
Red Wings fans cheering after a win!
Where would you most like to go?
Germany and Hungary to find distant What was your favorite childhood
relatives and be like, “Yo bitches, give cartoon?
me beer.”
Dragonball Z
What’s your specialty when cooking? If heaven exists, what would you like
Anything involving lots of chocolate. St. Peter to say to you at the pearly
gates?
Favorite live show you’ve seen?
“I guess the earth’s a little safer now
Joliver. John. Fucking. Oliver.
that you’re not there.”
Pick one musician/artist/group/band
to listen to for the rest of your life.

You may know Olivia as the face of our
MTU Freshman Girl meme. Check back
next Tuesday to meet another Daily
Bull Staffer!

from OMG on front

da’s fragile economy. Although hockey is its second largest export (following RUSH
albums), the 2000+ fans that have flocked north have nearly doubled the country’s
population. The CBC, Canada’s only tv station, has had to hire extra slave labor to
cover the ever-increasing number of games. Traffic congestion on Canada’s only
road is also at an all-time high, frustrating Mounties and motorists alike.
Transplanted Hoser Jean Muhluvski had this to say: “Ya know, we love some hockey
up dere in Can-ah-da, but we don’t know what to do aboot all of these too-rists.
I mean, we luv dere money, but they don’t know nuddin about real hockey, eh?
And dey keep complay-nin about the cold! Sissies and hosers, take off eh?”
The Canadian government has not released any official word, but is rumored to
be mulling a state of national emergency if the lockout continues for much longer,
or if supplies of Labatt dwindle much more.
from BROOMBALL on front

spend countless hours pouring over the materials for these classes, usually
in places like the library. When they emerge from their studying every year,
we look to see if they see their shadows, thus signifying that they are gaining
back some cognitive function for the world around them, signaling the end
of midterm season.”
With midterm season behind them, students across campus can finally begin
to hope for snow, since they finally have time to ski since their exams are over.
This leads to a better question: will this warm weather ever leave us for the
Puzzle 1 (Very hard, difficulty rating 0.84)
cold we know and love?
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